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This book is an ethnography of a Melanesian island, an exploration of ranked

exchange and a bold critique of anthropological exchange theory. John Liep

unravels the complex society and exchange system on Rossel Island east of

New Guinea. 

At centre stage is the famous ‘Rossel Island money’, a hierarchy of more than

twenty classes of sea shells displayed at pig feasts and kinship rituals. High-

ranking shells are monopolized by big men who control exchange and domi-

nate social life on the island. Liep finds that theories of reciprocity and gift

giving are founded on utopian assumptions of social equality. They are un-

able to account for a system of ranked exchange where participants are

unequal and money is an instrument of distinction and power. While still

found in some Pacific societies, ranked exchange has remained undiscovered

as a general phenomenon, but Liep argues that it was formerly widespread in

the Pacific and beyond. 

This lightly written and richly illustrated book will be essential for the study

of indigenous currencies and exchange theory and should be of interest to all

Oceanists.
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To fellow anthropologists of the Massim –
they have waited thirty years for this book
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Note on Orthography

In this book the orthography of the Rossel language (Yélîtnye) established by 
James and Anne Henderson (1987) is used. There are several dialects spoken 
on Rossel. The Hendersons have made the one spoken around Jinjo on the 
northeast coast of the island the ‘official’ standard. The one spoken around Pum 
where I stayed varies from the Jinjo one in some respects. In many instances 
I follow the official standard, but where different words are used or words are 
pronounced differently (as I heard them) I usually follow my own spelling. 
The phonology is very difficult so I may have misheard many words.
 The vowels are the following

i       î       u
é          ó

e   ê   o
a  â

All back vowels are rounded. Vowels may be short or long, the latter shown by 
a double letter, for example aa. Vowels may also be nasalized. This is shown 
by putting a colon in front, for example :aa.
 The spelling of some consonants needs explaining. The ng sound as in 
English ‘sing’ is spelled ng. A soft g is spelled gh. A prenasalized g, however, 
is spelled nk. Prenasalizing is common, thus mb, nj, nt. There may be double 
nasalization so that one says m and ng at the same time. There are double stops 
so that one says k and p simultaneously or t and p simultaneously. Double 
stops may also be prenasalized so that a simultaneous m and ng is followed 
by a simultaneous b and g. This is simplified into mg.
 Some place names that are more widely known outside the island such 
as the larger bays and the ten wards have for a long time had a conventional 
spelling. I have chosen to use this instead of the correct Rossel one.
 With regard to individual’s names, there is a convention, established by 
patrol officers who did not know that the society is matrilineal, to use the 
Christian name followed by the father’s Rossel name as the surname. I do not 
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follow this rule. I prefer to use the Christian name followed by the individual’s 
most commonly used Rossel name. Often I mention only the Rossel name. 
This was the name I usually used on Rossel.
 The Hendersons have preferred to split compound words up into their 
components. I usually write them as one word.
 The Rossel people (Yélî yoo) I simply call the Rossels, an expression that is 
now accepted by them.



Foreword

Stephen C. Levinson
Director, Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, Nijmegen

In this book, John Liep tackles one of the enduring puzzles of ethnographic 
reporting, an indigenous money system, which is a peculiar concretion of social 
value, backed up by elaborate institutions and rituals of exchange. No-one can 
blame Armstrong, the first ethnographic reporter on Rossel Island, who was 
working at the dawn of systematic ethnography, for likening the Rossel Island-
ers to the bankers of the Pacific, and seeing in their institutions the embryos 
of Western capitalist institutions, with debts, interest, brokers, and specialized 
markets. But he was wrong about nearly all the facts, as John Liep shows in this 
book. It turns out that the economic system cannot be understood in terms 
of an incipient western commercial system, but must instead be understood 
in its own terms and in relation to indigenous institutions.
 This, the second ethnographic monograph on Rossel Island, follows Arm-
strong’s account of 80 years ago which was based on just two months’ fieldwork. 
Despite the controversy that Armstrong’s account caused in the anthropological 
journals and the college common rooms, no-one had gone back to check the 
facts before John Liep first set out 35 years ago for Rossel. Rossel Island has a 
peculiar attraction: the last island, way out to the east of Papua New Guinea’s 
foot, and inhabited by a people who are genetically and linguistically distinct 
from the surrounding Austronesian peoples and who have a vibrant culture 
of their own.
 Although Rossel Island money and the indigenous economy is the focus 
of this book, it is a wide-ranging monograph, touching on everything from 
sorcery to horticulture.
 Since John Liep has not had the opportunity to return since 1990, it is 
worth saying something about the current situation in 2006, so readers can 
judge to what extent the generalizations made here still obtain. I do so from 
the vantage point of a linguistic anthropologist, whose work since 1995 is 
based at Cheme village, staying in the very same house (or at least on the very 
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